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Recap
Basic question

I What works and what does not?

I This was the question we set out to answer last time.

I It decides what we should keep and what we should
reject.
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Critical review

I The opposite of blind acceptance is

I not blind rejection.

I It is a critical rejection
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The role of history

I We should not reject knowledge just because of a false
history claiming it is of “Western” origin.

I E.g. much of school mathematics (arithmetic, algebra,
trigonometry, calculus, probability) originated in the
non-West

I and went to the West where it was misunderstood.
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The story told by words

I We saw last time that words like, “algorithm”, “zero”
(=cypher), “surd” (= surdus = deaf), sine (= sinus =
fold), trigonometry (= measuring a triangle)

I tell a history of how math was imported into the West
and misunderstood.

I This misunderstanding was given back to us during
colonialism,

I and we blindly accept it till today.
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The moral of the story

I So, what should we do?

I To repeat, the opposite of blind acceptance is a critical
rejection.

I So, we should reject the Western misunderstanding

I but retain the original knowledge, which is our own
knowledge.
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Revert to tradition?

I Does that mean we should go back entirely to
traditional knowledge?

I No!

I Knowledge does develop. And the West may have
added something of practical value.

I We should accept that.
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General rule

I Retain all that is of practical value (what works)

I and reject the metaphysics (what does not work).

I But, don’t swallow the whole thing as a package deal

I important to separate the practical value from the
metaphysics.

I Let us see some examples.
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Definition of angle
What does not work

I Starting with this since it seems you understood the
point here.

I What does not work: the metaphysics of straight lines

I Which leads to your definition of angle as “something”
or “the space” between two lines (or planes).

I (Recheck the definition on Google!)
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Angle
The common definition

I A common definition is as follows.

I ”When two rays (directed straight lines) meet at a
point, they are said to form an angle.”

I Google defn: “A shape, formed by two lines or rays
diverging from a common point (the vertex).”

I Wikipedia (citing Springer Encyclopedia of
Mathematics): “an angle is the figure formed by two
rays sharing a common endpoint, called the vertex of
the angle.”

I On this definition, it is meaningless to speak of angles
greater than 360◦.
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Moral of the story

What works
The process

I An angle is better defined as the length of the arc of a
circle.

I This involves measuring the length of a curved line.

I This definition is implicit in the process of using a
protractor to measure angles.
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Definition of degree or radian

I However, the measurement of a degree or radian

I does not involve measurement of “space” between
straight lines.

I It involves measuring a curved line

I and taking its ratio with other curved or straight lines.

I Exactly what Descartes declared to be impossible for
the human mind.
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Length of a curved line

I Recall that René Descartes wrote an influential book
called Geometry.

I (Coordinate geometry is called Cartesian geometry after
him.)

I In this book he said that the length of a curved line is
“beyond the human mind”.

the ratios between straight and curved lines
are not known, and I believe cannot be
discovered by human minds, and therefore no
conclusion based upon such ratios can be
accepted as rigorous and exact.
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Length of a curved line
Traditional string

I There is a very simple way to measure the length of a
curved line,

I known for at least the past 2500 years since the śulba
sūtra, and probably from before.

I (śulba means string or rope. sūtra means short verse.)

I Lay a string along the curved line, and then straighten
it.

I Or use a flexible ruler.
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Ritual imitation

I So, Descartes was wrong, but present-day
mathematicians keep repeating this mistake (as in the
Google and Wikipedia definition)

I because they blindly copy everything Western.

I A compass box is part of the ritual for every school
child.

I (This is a ritual: why the set squares? Did you ever
learn?)
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Real definition of angle

I An angle is the length of an arc of a circle.

I If the two ends of the arc are connected to the centre of
the circle by means of rays, we obtain the old definition
of angle.

Figure : Angle as arc vs two straight lines
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Degrees

I An angle is the length of an arc of a circle.

I If the circumference of the circle is taken as 1 unit of
length, then the angle is measured in degrees.

I An angle is 1deg if the length is 1
360 in these units.

I This involves the comparison of the length of a curved
line (arc) with another curved line (circumference).

I Why the figure 360◦?
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Radian

I Similarly, we can take the radius of the circle as a unit
of length.

I An angle is 1 radian, if the length of the arc equals the
radius of the circle.

Figure : An angle of 1 radian
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Note

I Note: measuring a radian involves exactly what
Descartes declared to be impossible.

I the ratio of a curved and a straight line.
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Converting degrees to radians

I Degrees can be converted to radians and vice versa,
using the well known relation

I c/d = π where c is the circumference of the circle, and
d its diameter.

I However, this brings in the number π (about which
more, later).

I This conversion can be done on your phone.
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Positive and negative angles

I Angles are positive when measured anticlockwise:
Negative if measured clockwise.

Figure : Sign conventions for angles
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More complications

I In the other definition, this requires “rays”,

I not straight lines.

I What are rays?
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Angles greater than 360◦

I Angles can, of course, be greater than 360◦

I like the angle traced out by the moon in two months.

I But this is impossible for the definition of angle using
two straight lines or two rays
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So, what works?

I So, this provides an example of what works and what
does not:

I Definition of angle using “two straight lines” does not
work. Reject it.

I Define angle using length of a curved line (as was done
in tradition, and as is still done in practice)

I Reject compass box: use a string
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does not:

I Definition of angle using “two straight lines” does not
work. Reject it.

I Define angle using length of a curved line (as was done
in tradition, and as is still done in practice)

I Reject compass box: use a string
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More advantages

I a string is also cheaper

I and more environment friendly.

I More details in ckr: “Towards Equity in Mathematics
Education: the Indian rope trick” Indian Bharatiya
Samajik Chintan (Indian Social Thought) (New Series)
7 (4) (2009) pp. 265–269. Available at
http://ckraju.net/papers/

MathEducation2RopeTrick.pdf

http://ckraju.net/papers/MathEducation2RopeTrick.pdf
http://ckraju.net/papers/MathEducation2RopeTrick.pdf
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Angle measurement in real life

I Angle measurement may not seem very important to
you.

I But it is a simple case, which illustrates more
complicated cases which you may not fully understand.

I Further, angle measurement may be a matter of life and
death for some people

I like the island communities in the Lakshadweep islands,
which need angle measurement for navigation.
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The Mapilahs

I This community (Mapilah) is Sunni Muslim (was earlier
Buddhist)

I speaks the Arabic-Malayalam language (speak
Malayalam, write in Arabic) hence considered illiterate
by both.

I is matriarchal

I and was involved in traditional
Indo-Arab-Africa-Chinese navigation.
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Small islands
Good navigation needed

I The Lakshadweep (hundred thousand islands) are small
coral islands in the midst of the Indian ocean, near
Mahaldweep (Maldives)

I The islanders live off fishing, and travel to the mainland
for trade.

I Because the islands are so small, a good technique of
navigation is needed.
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Moral of the story

The kamāl

I Till about 1930’s the islanders used finger
measurements and a traditional instrument (called
kamāl in Arabic and rāpalagai or night-instrument in
Malayalam)

I This instrument is used for measuring (space) angles

I and particularly the angular elevation of the pole star.

I This determines latitude at sea. (And also longitude:
see Cultural Foundations of Mathematics.)

I Had explained some of this to you in HPS-1
(“measuring the earth”).
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Finger measurements

I The angle subtended by a tree may be measured as
follows.

I At a distance of one span

I Count the number of fingers needed to block the view
of the tree.
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Finger measurements: principle

I In the figure below, the triangles BEF and AET are
similar triangles.

Figure : Using fingers to measure the angle subtended by a tree
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Kamal

I Instead of adjusting the height of the fingers.

I one can adjust the distance from the eye.

I This is the principle used by the kamal : a fixed wooden
board held at varying distances from the eye.

I The distances are measured by knots on the string (held
between the teeth).
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Measuring angles with the kamal

Figure : Measuring angles with the kamal
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Quadrant

I Finally, if you insist on using a protractor, you can do so.

I Punch a hole in the centre and pass a plumb line
through it.

I You can then measure angles with the vertical with it.
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The usual Western misunderstanding

I As usual Westerners imported knowledge of the kamal
and misunderstood it.

I The navigator who brought Vasco da Gama from
Melinde in Africa to Calicut in India used this
instrument

I (Vasco was creeping along the coast, and afraid to
venture out into the “uncharted sea”.

I He found this navigator (called Malemo Cana. Malmi =
mualim = navigator, Cana = Kanha).
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Moral of the story

The usual Western misunderstanding
kau

I Vasco saw what the Indian navigator was doing and
recorded in his journal

I he was telling the distance by his teeth.

I In Malayalam teeth = kau = pole star!

I The instrument uses a harmonic scale (as in the holes in
a flute)

I Vasco did not understand its construction, and said he
was carrying back a copy to be graduated in inches (a
linear scale).
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Moral of the story

The effects of colonial education

I However, after 200 years of stealing knowledge the
West finally acquired some knowledge of navigation and
could measure the size of the earth.

I After another 60 years the Mughal rule in India
collapsed, and colonialism began

I After another 100 years colonial education was
introduced by 1857

I but colonial education did not reach remote areas like
the Lakshadweep islands.
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Moral of the story

Colonial education in the Lakshadweep

I In 1923 a British officer R. H. Ellis visited the
Lakshadweep islands.

I He recommended that navigation be taught in the
schools to make British education popular.

I A text book called Navik Shastram was written in
Malayalam, and published in 1939.

I This started being taught in schools in Amini. The
islanders learnt this, and soon forgot their own
knowledge.

I When I visited the islands in 1998, no islander could tell
me how to build or use the kamal. The oldest said they
saw their fathers using it.
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Moral of the story

The effect of colonial education

I The islanders accepted colonial education as a package
deal.

I After colonial education, the islanders started using the
British sextant (like the quadrant).

I This was made of steel, which they could not build on
their own.

I They had to travel as far as Mumbai to procure a
sextant.

I They became dependent on the British technology for
their livelihood.
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Moral of the story

Noorie tables

I One part of my mission in the islands was to find out
about the Noorie tables

I since the Indian National Science Academy planned to
publish a book on traditional navigation on the 500th
anniversary of Vasco da Gama.

I The manuscript had these “Noorie tables” but no one
could figure out what they were about.

I I did some research and soon figured out:

I the tables came from a 19th c. British sailing manual in
the Kavaratii library by one Capt. James Norie!
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Moral of the story

What was the upshot?

I So, the islanders not only became dependent upon
British steel they were dependent upon British sailing
manuals,

I all due to colonial education.

I But did they now navigate better?

I No.
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Moral of the story

What was the upshot
contd

I They made no critical review of the new knowledge
before accepting it.

I They just blindly went by stories told by Western and
racist historians such as the James Prinsep, who said

I ”I certainly imagined that nothing could be more
primitive than my Maldive friends kamāl . . . , when lo!
here is something even less advanced in ingenuity!

I So, they accepted their traditional knowledge as inferior
and British knowledge as superior.
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Moral of the story
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contd
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before accepting it.
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Moral of the story

The accuracy of the kamāl

I Commonsense: navigating to small islands requires
accurate navigation. (Called a hard problem by Norie’s
19th c. sailing manual.)

I The Lakshadweep islanders survived for centuries,
therefore they must have had an accurate system of
navigation.

I In fact, the kamāl used a sophisticated 2-scale principle
for harmonic interpolation. This was beyond Prinseps
imagination.

I like the later-day “Vernier calliper” (which copies this
for linear scales).
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accurate navigation. (Called a hard problem by Norie’s
19th c. sailing manual.)

I The Lakshadweep islanders survived for centuries,
therefore they must have had an accurate system of
navigation.
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What is the upshot?
contd

I The kamāl I recovered from the Lakshadweep islands
had an accuracy of 11 miles (for the calculation, see
Cultural Foundations of Mathematics.

I (This much accuracy is needed to sail to small islands).

I So, colonial education made the islanders dependent
upon the British

I while giving them an inferior system.
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Moral of the story

I Don’t accept the claim of “superior” Western
knowledge without examining it yourself.

I That claim of superiority is just a stock missionary trick.

I Critically review what you are being taught today to
decide what is really superior.

I Try! If you can’t change it for yourself, at least you can
set your children free!
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